Let P and Q be partially ordered sets (or posets). Regard P and Q as being relations on two disjoint sets T and T , respectively. The disjoint union P + Q is defined to be the partial ordering on TuT satisfying:
If x € T, y eT, and x < y in P, then x < y in P + Q; (2) if x € T', y € T', and x<y in Q then x <y in P + Q. The ordinal sum P©Q is defined to be the partial ordering on T U T satisfying (1), (2) , and the additional condition (3) if x e T and y eT , then x < y in P©Q. Hence + is commutative but © is not. If P is an S-poset and P can be written P l + P 2 where neither P. is void, then we say P is essentially +. Similarly if P = Pj©P2 where neither P . is void, we say P is essentially © . Every 5-poset not a member of S is either essentially + or essentially © , but not both. By convention we agree that every member of S is both essentially + and essentially © .
Let a be the number of «-element members of S, so an = 0 since we Of course (6) can be easily obtained directly, but we wanted to make clear the similarity of (2) and (5).
Eliminating U(x) from (1) and (7) 
